Our notation is as follows: B <\G, A < <¡G, denote respectively that B is invariant and A subvariant in G; GIb(A) and SSIb(A) denote respectively the centralizer and normalizer of A in B; %(A) is the automorphism group of A, \A\ the cardinality of A, and A" is the smallest normal subgroup of A with A/A" nilpotent. All groups are finite.
Our proof of the tower theorem is based on the following facts. As a corollary of (4) we have the following (4*) UH<iG and A < <¡G, then HA»B=BHA<°.
We also will want the following readily proven fact.
(5) If A < <AB and if B/BC\A is simple then A <\AB.
With these results we can now prove the following result and then the tower theorem will be a direct consequence. It follows from the theorem with (1) and (2) that the tower of automorphisms of a finite group with center 1 is finite.
